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COT TON
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SAFETURN

Pure Cotton
Pure cotton is a material that is very soft to the touch,
comfortable, tearproof and durable. Its long ﬁbres give colours room to shine.
Integrated safety swivel
Another great detail developed and patented by LA SIESTA is the integrated safety swivel for increased safety and comfort. It enables rotation around your own axis without
overwinding the suspension ropes.

BORDER

Tearproof selvage
The two borders of the lying surface feature a particularly tight weave. Thanks to this
robust surface, exceptional stability is guaranteed.

MULTICORD

High number of suspension cords
Additional comfort thanks to a multitude of suspension cords that distribute the weight
equally to the cloth of the hammock and hence give a unique feeling of agravity.
Responsible forestry
The FSC® logo guarantees that the wood used in a product has been produced in compliance with the strict rules of the Forest Stewardship Council from sowing the tree via
several processing steps up to the ﬁnal product. FSC®-Licence Code: CO12427
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